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A tool for your 
community
The Agroecology tool is a 

community platform that 

facilitate the exchange of 

information between 

community users across 

countries and languages 
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Sign up and 
Login
Anybody can sign up into 

the application by filling out 

a simple form. 

Moderators will have to 

accept the request before 

the user is able to login and 

use the application
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HOME PAGE

1. quick access to calendar, 

weekly highlights and 

guidelines

2. search bar option

3. topics within the 11 pillars 

categories and related 

subcategories

4. application menu

5. notification menu
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CATEGORY SUBCATEGORY TOPIC POST

DISCOURSE CONVERSATION STRUCTURE



INSIDE A CATEGORY

1. 11 pillars of Agroecology

2. for each category/pillar, 

there is a short description

3. categories are fixed, 

modifying them requires 

administration access
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INSIDE A SUBCATEGORY

1.  For each pillar we have 

defined a set of subcategories 

2. subcategories has been 

proposed by Jengalab and 

revised together at the end of 

March

3. more finalization may be 

required 

4. moderators can maintain them 
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INSIDE A TOPIC

1. Topic is something you would like to 

talk about…

2. It can be anything of interest

3. Any user can suggest a topic to start 

a conversation

4. Topics contain posts 

5. You cannot edit somebody’s else 

topic unless you are a moderator

6. Topics can be flagged to be removed 

by moderators if inappropriate

7. Topics can be shared, bookmarked
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INSIDE A POST

1. Posts are 

messages/replies related 

to a specific topic

2. any user can create/reply  

to a post

3. You can add hyperlinks or 

pictures to a reply
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OTHER FEATURES
ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS

CALENDAR
This section includes a 

GENERAL CALENDAR and 
COUNTRY CALENDARS

You can add an event to either 
to the general calendar or to 

your specific country calendar 
simply by adding a post to the 

Calendar Topic.

WEEKLY HIGHLIGHTS
This section includes major 

weekly updates and new

GUIDELINES
In this section, you can look for 
guidelines and help to use the 

application



OTHER FUNCTIONALITIES
ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS

TAGS
by Country

FILTERS by
-Categories

- Tags
-Latest
- New
-Top

NOTIFICATIONS
Gets notified about 
activities that concern you



OTHER FUNCTIONALITIES
ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS

BOOKMARK
interesting topics or topics that 

require your action

SEND PRIVATE MESSAGES 
to another user or to a group 

of users

SETTING and 
PREFERENCES

Language included



Languages

The application should be available in  20 

languages.

TOPICs and POSTs → automatic translation

Categories, Subcategories, Cat description, Tags→ 

manual translation

We need your help for manual translation in 
all the 20 languages ( updating spreadsheet):

We’ll share with you an excel file so that 
you can update it with your own 
language translation



Archive

- external/third party service to store public 

information in an organized way ( i.e.: Mega)

- one folder per language and inside each folder 

we’ll have the 11 pillars folders

- any document, including videos and videos 

preview can be stored

- public link is shared on the related topic in the 

Agroecology platform
IMPORTANT: this is not a space for sensitive 
documents but for storing in one place and in an 
organized way public documents



Basic user:
- create and view topics and modify her/his topics
- assign tags to topics
- create and view posts
- send messages to other users or established groups
- report/flag inappropriate topic to moderators
- add events to the calendar
- translate posts
- filter topics by categories/tags/free searches
- set notifications
- create bookmarks for rapid topic access
- internally share posts
- define own preferences ( i.e. language)
- future archive: share materials with moderators

BASIC USER

Who within the community?

ALL

USERS ROLES AND PERMISSIONS



MODERATOR and ADMIN USERS
Moderator user: all basic users rights +

- create, edit, delete others’ topics
- approve basic users roles
- manage categories
- manage groups for internal messages 
- archive/close posts ( not automatic)

Who within the community?

One per country?

Admin : all moderator’s users rights +
- create/edit/delete categories
- manage users permission
- manage app settings
- create tags,
- create specific user groups for sending messages

Who within the community?

Schola Campesina?



Finalize translation of the homepage → We need your help! :-)

Define users and rights

Finalize the subcategories → We need your help ! :-)

Select and create a restricted group of users for testing 

Start testing/using the application and get feedback

Refine improvements of homepage and other pages

NEXT STEPS
MONTHS OF MAY AND JUNE 

We need:

- Jengalab→ development 
and content finalization

- CoP → content 
finalization, translation and 
testing

- Schola campesina→ 
content finalization, testing

Setup the archive component



Feb ‘22 April ‘22 May ‘22 June ‘22

ROAD MAP

First review of the 
prototype, 
key users feedback
& meeting

App updates #1
Integrating 
feedbacks

Presentation of 
the tool’s 
advanced version 
to the CoP general 
meeting - Italy

App  updates #2+ 
possible 
presentation  in 
an international 
meeting

Prototype 
finalization

March ‘22 July/Oct ‘22

App  testing, 
training and 
community 
engagement

Oct/Nov ‘22

Launch of the app

Первый обзор 
прототипа,
отзывы ключевых 
пользователей
+ встреча

Обновления 
приложения #1
Интеграция 
отзывов

Презентация 
расширенной 
версии 
инструмента на 
общем собрании 
CoP - Италия

Обновление 
приложения #2 
+ возможная 
презентация на 
международной 
совещании 

Доработка 
прототипа

Тестирование 
приложений, 
обучение и 
взаимодействие 
с сообществом

Запуск 
приложения



AND NOW… LET’s TRY IT OUT!

https://discourse.drpot.it/Platform

User

Password

paola_fava

appcampesina


